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ABSTRACT 

In order to obtain the equations of motion for a particle in a classical gauge field, a 

variational principle is considered. The theory is general in that the structural group is an 

arbitrary r-dimensional Lie group and the base space is an arbitrary n-dimensional pseudo

Riemannian manifold. An n+r dimensional principal fiber bundle is constructed in order to 

introduce the usual gauge potentials and field strengths. In addition, a set of r quantities 

(called "coupling parameters") which transform as the components of an adjoint type (0,1) 

object and also depend upon the parameter of the particle's trajectory are constructed. The 

gauge potentials and coupling parameters are evaluated on the identity section of the 

principal bundle, and the Lagrangian is assumed to be a C3 scalar function of these and of 

the components of the metric tensor and tangent vector on the base space. The Lagrangian 

is not gauge-invariant, but it is stipulated that when the arguments of the Euler-Lagrange 

vector (evaluated on the identity section) are replaced by their counterparts (which may be 

evaluated on an arbitrary section) the resulting vector must be gauge-invariant. 

A novel application of methods from the theory of functional equations is applied 

together with standard techniques inherent in the theory of differential equations to show 

that the arguments of the Lagrangian must occur together in certain prescribed 

combinations. The invariance postulates uniquely determine the Lagrangian in terms of its 

arguments other than the coupling parameters and r functions of the coupling parameters. 

The Lagrangian is shown to separate into a free-field tenn and an interaction tenn, and the 

functions of the coupling parameters are found to be the components of an adjoint type 

(0,1) quantity whose adjoint absolute derivative vanishes. This agrees with the equations 
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of certain approaches to the Yang-Mills theory for isotopic spin particles.1 Standard initial 

conditions are shown to determine a unique (local) solution to the derived equations of 

motion. 

1 The equations have the same formal structure as systems obtained in the classical limit of quantum 
mechanical results found by Wong [1], pp. 691-693. 
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CHAPTER 0 

THE ELEMENTS OF CLASSICAL GAUGE FIELD THEORY 

This chapter provides a review of the basic aspects of classical gauge field theory. 

Since its purpose is to introduce notation and to provide a collection of known results for 

later reference, proofs are omitted. 

Our review has the following outline. We begin by introducing an n-dimensional 

pseudo-Riemannian manifold M (called the "base manifold") and an r-dimensional Lie 

group G (called the "structural group"). Next, the adjoint representation of G is presented. 

The so-called "principal fiber bundle" B, corresponding to M and G is introduced, and on it 

a set of I-form fields and a set of related 2-form fields are constructed. These forms induce 

on M corresponding sets of I-forms and 2-forms, whose components are the gauge 

potentials and field strengths respectively. The concept of a gauge transformation as an 

induced transformation of the gauge potentials when G acts on itself by left multiplication 

(left translation) is put forth. 

Except where otherwise stated, the summation convention is employed. 

0.1 The Base Manifold 

We begin by considering an arbitrary pseudo-Riemannian manifold M, whose 

dimension n is greater than one.2 This manifold is referred to as the base manifold. We 

2 This section is essentially a review of tensors on pseudo.Riemannian manifolds. The reader is 
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denote a chart from an atlas on M by a pair (U,h) in which U refers to an open set and h is 

a homeomorphism h : U ~ Rn. Lower case Latin indices are used to represent arbitrary 

numbers from 1 through n, and we denote the coordinates of arbitrary point x E U by xi. 

A coordinate transformation on U is given by 

Such a transfonnation is said to be admissible if the functions xi are C'" and the Jacobian of 

the transformation does not vanish on U. In this case, the inverse of the coordinate 

transfonnation is denoted by 

and we define the functions 

" axle B· =, ~-i 
fiX 

.... i axi 
B· =-J ~. 

dXJ 

Since the matrices (0.1) are inverses, i.e. 

it follows (by differentiation of (0.2) with respect to B j) that 

We also choose the notation 

.... h 
aBm ...... h "'j 
--. = -Bi Bm 
aB! 

J 

referred to any text on tensors (e.g. Lovelock and Rund [2]) for more details. 

(0.1) 

(0.2) 

(0.3) 



:l2 . 
• CJ x' B·',,----

J - oxj ox" 
2-. 

..... i 0 x' 
Bj Ic =---1 

oxj oxic 

The components of the metric tensor on M are denoted by 

Since M is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold, these functions are such that 

lijj = gm" B'{' Bf I 
Ig ij = gjd 

and 
Idet (gij) :;t 01 

The components of the inverse of the metric tensor are assigned the usual notation 

and by differentiation of 

and taking into account the symmetry (0.7), there results 

A C3 curve on M is represented parametrically by 

1 1 

(0.4) 

(0.5) 

(0.6) 

(0.7) 

(0.8) 

(0.9) 

(0.10) 
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where X;(T) is a C3 function on an interval [To, Tl], and the corresponding components of 

the tangent vector are written as 

.; ,I .... ; x =.1:t.6...:... 
d-r (0.11) 

A change of parameter is a substitution T ~ t, where t is a class Cl function on [To, TIl 

such that 

A parameter T is called proper time if 

/ 

g" dx!.dxL - 1 
'J dT dT -

(0.12) 

(0.13) 

which determines T up to a constant. Under a change of coordinates, the components of 

the tangent vector satisfy 

x'=Bjii I . ~. 

The second derivatives are denoted by 

.. ' ,I':"; ,12 .... ; 
x' - 1M...... - ILA.:.. 

- dT - dT2 

and under a change of coordinates on M, these transform according to the rule 

(0.14) 

(0.15) 

(0.16) 
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Partial derivatives with respect to the coordinates of M are indicated by placing a comma 

before an index. For example, the derivatives of the components of the metric are indicated 

by the notation 

(0.17) 

We also introduce the usual Christoffel symbols: 

j l' I) k = 2 glm ( gmj,k + gkm,j - gjk,m ) (0.18) 

Since these constitute the components of a connection on M, the usual absolute 

derivative of the tangent vector is given by 

n;.h .. h r,h.j 'J' 
~=X+"XX D't IJ (0.19) 

We also have from Ricci's lemma (which is a consequence of the defmition (0.18» that 

It follows that gjj xi xj is constant along a given curve, if and only if 

, n;.j 
g"X'~ = 0 

IJ D't (0.20) 

It should be noted that in relativistic mechanics the base manifold is usually identified as 

Minkowski space-time3• Such an identification is D.Q1 assumed here, but is only a special 

case of the theory we consider. 

3 See for example, Drechsler and Mayer [3], p. 116. 
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0.2 The Structural Group 

An r-dimensional Lie group G, is chosen, with r ~ 1.4 This group is referred to as the 

structural group since it is to be identified as the typical fiber of a principal fiber bundle (see 

section 0.4). The coordinates of its identity element e are (as usual) taken to be zero. Any 

other element u of G has its r coordinates denoted by ua (a = 1, ... ,r), and lower case 

Greek indices in general refer to integers from 1 through r. 

Since G is a Lie group, the group multiplication defines analytic composition/unctions 

t/Ja: G ~ G, such that if u,v,w e G with uv = w then 

a t/J (ur, vr) = wa 

As indicated by this notation, the composition functions are functions of 2r real arguments. 

The relations ue = u and ev = v imply that these functions satisfy 

(0.21) 

(where "0" denotes evaluation at the identity e subsequent to differentiation). But the 

analytic nature of the composition functions imposes the even stronger condition that 

Among the most important quantities associated with G are the structure constants, 

4 See for instance Rund [4], pp. 124-138, for a survey of the material on Lie groups which is 
presented here - in the same notation. 
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which are defined by 

(0.23) 

According to the definition, the structure constants are skew-symmetric: 

(0.24) 

and due to the associativity of the group they satisfy the Jacobi identity:5 

(0.25) 

0.3 The Adjoint Representation 

For arbitrary u,v e G let w = uv , and let Tu(G), T,,(G) and T w(G) refer to the tangent 

spaces of Gat u, v and w respectively. The adjoint representation6 may be developed from 

consideration of multiplication in G as follows. 

Given any U e G, the group is said to act on itself by left translation Lu: G --) G 

according to the rule 

Luv =w 

for each element v e G. The action of G on itself induces a map 

5 
6 

See Pontryagin [5], pp. 380·381, for the proof. 
See for example Sagle and Walde [6], for an introduction to the adjoint representation. 



which is such that for any X E T,,(G) 

((L"). X f = i3",a(ur,v'Y) XfJ 
i3vfJ 
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Similarly for any given element v of G, G is said to act on itself by the right translation 

R v: G~ G , according to the rule (for arbitrary U E G) 

Rvu = w 

This induces a map 

such that if Y E Tu(G), 

a 
((Rv). Y y~ = i3¢ (ur,v Y) yfJ 

i3ufJ 

Consequently, the map (Ruo1).(Lu). is such that for any X E Te(G) 

(where (u- 1) denotes the inverse of element u). Upon defming the r x r matrices 

the map {Ruol ).(Lu). (applied to elements of Te(G» may be expressed as 
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(0.27) 

The set of matrices (0 p(u ') : U EO) together with the operation of matrix 

multiplication, are known to comprise a group which is isomorphic to O. Hence these 

matrices are said to constitute ajaithful representation of 0, and this representation is called 

the adjoint representation. Because of the isomorphism, we have for any u,v and w = uv 

in 0 that 

(0.28) 

By putting (0.21) into (0.26) we obtain the useful relations 

),,;(0) = 0; ; Z;(O) = 0; ; Op(O) = 0; (0.29) 

Evidently, the matrices (0.26) are nonsingular in a neighborhood of the identity -

det<Z%) ¢ 0 det(Op) ¢ 01 
(0.30) 

and we henceforth denote their inverses (respectively) by 

(0.31) 

Objects of adjoint type are defined in terms of the matrices of the adjoint representation. 

Consider any set of r<1+s functions S ;:::;,' (u 0), and denote their values at U = e by 
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If these functions are such that 

(0.32) 

whenever the same arguments ua are taken in each function without an overscript "0" then 

they are said to be the components of a type (q,s) adjoint object. The components of 

adjoint type (1,0) and (0,1) objects for instance, are such that 

Isa = Gff spi 

ISa = Gt spl 

Also, we will need the following non-trivial results: 7 

aGp _ C a 'l '7GG 
-- - '7G"'r £ 
aur 

a 2a 
aAp a,"r _ C a 'l '7 'l £ 
-- - -- - '7 £ "'r "'P 
aur aup 

(0.33) 

(0.34) 

(0.35) 

(0.36) 

Another useful result is obtained by differentiation of GgG; = 8; with respect to uP, and 

substitution from (0.35), namely 

(0.37) 

7 The proof of these results is found in the survey paper of Rund [4], pp. 132-138. 
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Equations (0.29) and (0.35) show that the generators of the Lie algebra for the adjoint 

representation must be the structure constants - i.e. 

aG?(O) _
-.;;.._ - C a - fe 
auf 

and relations (0.32) through (0.35) lead (non-trivially) to the standard identities 

which shows that these constants are components of a type (1,2) adjoint object. 

0.4 The Principal Fiber Bundle 

(0.38) 

(0.39) 

It is desired that the action of G on itself induce transformations of the components of 

certain form fields on M. The induced transformations are determined by means of a 

principal fiber bundle associated with M and G, and are motivated by the theory of 

electromagnetism - in which the gauge potentials are the components of I-form fields on M 

which transform under the action of the Lie group U(1). 

A manifold B, called the bundle space, is introduced together with a projection 

p : B ~ M, which is onto. For each x e M, this determines the so-called fiber over x, 

Yx = p.l(x) 

It is assumed that for each chart (U,h) from some atlas on M, there is a diffeomorphism 
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¢ : U x a ~ p.l(U) which is such that 

p 0 tjJ(x,u) = x 

for each x E U and u E O. Each map ¢ in turn defines diffeomorphisms t/Jx: a ~ Yx by 

the stipulation that for all U E 0, 

¢x(U) = tjJ(x,u) 

It is also assumed that there exists a map T: B x a ~ B , which for any Z E B and 

U E a is written (z,u) ~ z· u, such that for any v E 0, 

tjJ(x,UV) = ¢(x,u)· v 
and 

Z· (uv) = (z· u) . v , z· e = Z 

The fIrst stipulation shows that T is a fiber preserving process (i.e. that p(z • v) = p(z » and 

the last two constitute the requirement that T is a right action. 

The quadruple (B,M,p,O) together with the map T, is called the principaljiber bundle 

associated with M and 0.8 

8 The reader is referred to Greub, Halperin and Vanstone [7], for a more complete treatment of 
principal fiber bundles. 
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G 

.. u 

p 

The set of pairs (U,t/J) (one pair corresponding to each chart on M) is called a coordinate 

representation for the fiber bundle. Corresponding to any chart (V,h') on G such that u e 

V and chart (U,h) on M such that x e U, the diffeomorphisms t/Jx determine that the 

coordinates of the point t/Jx<u) e Yx are Coo functions of the coordinates of x on U: 

(0040) 

We note that when u = e these coordinates vanish identically, due to our previous 

stipulation that the coordinates of the identity element of G vanish. The point z = t/J{x,u) e 

B can be described by the n+r coordinates: 

{

Xi 
zl = 

ua 

ifJ=i (i e (1, .. . ,n }) 

(0041) ifJ=n+a (ae (1, ... ,r)) 

We shall frequently require the derivatives of the functions (0040). Therefore, we 
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introduce the notation 

oua 
uf =- , 

oxi (0.42) 

These derivatives vanish when u = e, since the functions (0.40) vanish identically in this 

case. 

A (global) section of the fiber bundle is defined to be a map u: M ~ B, which is such 

that for each x e M 

po o(x) =x 

Consider also a chart (U,h) on M, and the quadruple (B',U,p',G) where 

B' = U Yx 
xe u 

and pI: B' ~ U is the restriction of p to the domain U. This quadruple together with the 

map T ': B' x G ~ B' which is the restriction of T to the domain B' x G, has the structure 

of a principal fiber bundle. Hence, for each u e G there is defined a section Uu of this local 

fiber bundle structure, by the requirement that 

uu(x) = tfJ (x,u) (0.43) 

whenever x e U (note that the subscript u denotes an element of G, and is D.Q1 an index). 

The identity section, Ue, is therefore the map defmed by 

Ue(x) = tfJ (x,e) 
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Since each point in O'e(U) is such that ua = 0, uC = 0, Uhat = 0, a superscript "0" is placed 

over any function of ua , uC, Uhat when the function is evaluated at a point on the identity 

section. For example if / = /(x i , ua , uC, Uha,J then we use the notation 

o • 
/ = /(x',O,O,O) 

0.5 The Gauge Fields and the Action of the Structural Group 

Through the construction of forms on the manifolds M and B, we can now introduce the 

gauge fields.9 Let z represent an arbitrary point of the bundle space B, so that z = tPx-1(u) 

for some point x in some chart (U,h) of M and some point u of G. Next, let Al denote the 
oo ' 1 oo 1 

set of all C I-form fields on B, Au the set of C I-form fields on O'iU), and A the set of 

COO I-form fields on U. It is supposed that we are given a set of COO I-form fields on B 

(0.44) 

in which the functions A f are the components of an arbitrary type (0,1) vector field on M 

and G; , Al are the matrices (0.26). 

The gauge fields are uniquely defined by the I-form fields (0.44) as follows. Each 
• '1 1 "1 '1 section O'u induces a map O'u : Au ~A such that any n e A" c: A ,namely 

is mapped to 

9 See Rund [8] for a complete geometrical development of the gauge potentials. 
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Thus a,t maps the I-fonns (0.44) to 

(0.45) 

If we write (j)a = At dxj, then the components of these I-fonn fields on M, 

evidently satisfy 

(0.46) 

The components At are called the gaugejields (or gauge potentials) of our theory, and are 

completely determined by our choice of the functions A f in (0.44) and our choice of 

section au' Thus, when G acts on itself by left translation (v -+ Luv = uv = w) an 

induced transfonnation of the gauge potentials occurs: 

This is the called a (classical) gauge transformation. Because of the assumption that the 

components A f are tensorial, the definition of Gu• implies that under a coordinate 

transformation on M 

A fl-BhA a 
J - j h (0.47) 

The partial derivatives of the gauge potentials (to be consistent with (0.17» are denoted 
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by 

and since on the identity section the group parameters and their derivatives vanish, we have 

Differentiation of (0.47) shows that 

(0.49) 

Also, from (0.46) we find that 

or, by (0.35) 

(0.50) 

An important set of quantities related to the gauge potentials is the set offield strengths 

{Fj~}. These are defmed in terms of the 2-forms 

by writing 

Fa = droa + 1 C R.
a roP 1\ roy 

2 I'Y 

Fa = _1 F·ak dxj I\dxk 
2 J 
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so that 

F ex - Aex Aex C ex AfJ A r ." - ." - ". + fJ &. • J }. J r,. J (0.51) 

Since they are the components of invariant 2-form fields on M, the field strengths 

transform as components of type (0,2) tensors -

(0.52) 

It is also well known (by a short calculation using (0.46) and (0.50» that the field strengths 

are components of an adjoint type (1,0) object, i.e. 

(0.53) 

The gauge fields determine an adjoint connection, via the I-fonns 

A short computation using (0.35), (0.38), (0.44) and (0.45) shows that these I-forms have 

structure identical with that of connection I-forms:10 

and accordingly, the (adjoint) absolute differential of any adjoint type (q,s) quantity is 

defined. For instance, the absolute differential of an adjoint type (0,1) object S 

(components Sa> has components 

10 See Rund [4]. pp. 145·146, for this derivation. 
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i.e. 

(0.54) 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 

A point panicle is now supposed to move along a curve in M, and a variational principle 

is proposed in order to obtain equations of motion. The panicle's motion is assumed to be 

governed by the Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to the Lagrangian described in 

this chapter. 

1.1 The Coupling Parameters 

In order to put forth the Lagrangian, we introduce a set of geometric quantities called 

"coupling parameters" which occur as arguments of the Lagrangian. This is accomplished 

by associating with a panicle on M which moves along a curve C with parameter 'f, a set of 

r functions 

We associate with them the functions, called coupling parameters: 

(1.1) 

(an analogy will later be established between these and the so-called "coupling constant" or 

"charge" of electromagnetic theoryll). Since they depend only upon the scalars ua and the 

11 The inclusion of these parameter-dependent, adjoint type (0,1) quantities was suggested by Wong 
[1] in 1970. 
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parameter 'Z', they are scalars under coordinate transfonnations on M: 

Although the coupling parameters are not regarded as arbitrary functions, it is assumed that 

they do not depend upon the values of Aj, gij, or xi. 

We will require the following expressions for the derivatives of the coupling 

parameters. According to (1.1), (0.37) and (0.42), the partial derivatives of the coupling 

parameters with respect to x" are 

that is 

We also define 

"p aGa cr 0 

ea,k = -- Uk ep 
auCT 

fa = dea 
d'Z' 

which, according to (1.1) and (1.2), satisfy 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

The absolute derivative of the quantity whose components are the coupling parameters has 

components (according to (1.3) and (0.54» 
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(1.5) 

1.2 The Lagrangian 

It is required that the Lagrangian be of the fonn 

(1.6) 

and furthennore be the evaluation at UCX = 0 (that is, on the identity section) of a C3 real

valued function 

(1.7) 

It is assumed that the function L is defined on an appropriate domain in the following 

sense. We restrict our analysis toa simply connected open region W of the tangent bundle 

T(M) called the admissible region of the tangent bundle, which is such that for any point 

Z E W (with 2n coordinates xh, i h ) 

(1.8) 

Let z' E W, and let (U,h) be any chart on T(M) with z' E U. Corresponding to each such 

pair (z',(U,h» there exist pairs (Wz"Ez') for which: 

(i) Wz' is a neighborhood of z' such that 



3 1 

Wz,e Un W 

(ii) Ez' is a positive real number, 

(iii) for any real numbers ti e (1-Ez',I+Ez') and point z e W" with coordinates xh, xh , 

the 2n numbers 

1 not: .L: X , ••• ,x, t ••• , 

t1 t n 

are the coordinates of a point in U n W. 

This can be accomplished for any given pair (z',(U,h» because W is an open set We shall 

say, however, that L is defined on an admissible domain if for each such pair (z',(U,h» 

there exists at least one pair (Wz',Ez,) as described above, for which the following holds: 

(iv) Let z e WZ', and let C be any curve on M whose parameterization is such that the 

tangent vector at x = p(z) (where p : T(M) --) M is the projection) has components 

i h (the last n coordinates of z). Let u e G be taken arbitrarily and define the 

functions (with no summation implied) 

Aha = th Af( xi , uC1(xi) , uf(xi) ) 

ghk = th tk ghk(Xi) 

'ih = ~ 
th 

It is required that the function 

.... ....a .... ..:.j 
L = L(ea,Aj ,gij,X ) 

is defined for all values of the variables ti e (1-Ez',1 +£Z'». 
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T(M) 

The function L is restricted by the requirement that for all permissible values of its 

arguments, there is at least one pair of indices (iJJ (1 S ij S n) such that 

(1.9) 

It will be seen in chapter 3 that without this assumption, the usual existence and uniqueness 

theorem for solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations cannot be applied. 

Furthermore, it is stipulated that the function L must be a scalar under coordinate 
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transformations on M -

(1.10) 

The Lagrangian gives rise to thefundamental integral 

(1.11) 

and under an admissible change of parameter t -+ t, this integral is required to be 

parameter-invariant -

This is known to be possible if and only if12 

12 By theorem (see e.g. Logan [9], pp. 154-156) the set of equations 
aL xl: = L ; aL = 0 
ax I: aT 

(known as Zermelo conditions) are satisfied by a (;2 function . 
L = L(T, Xi ,x') 

for which the functions i are required to be of class (;2, if and only if the fundamental integral 

f
tt '. i 

I = TO L(T, x' ,x ) d~ 

(1.12) 

is parameter invariant. Since the arguments of our Lagrangian (1.6) can be written entirely in tenns of 
T, Xi , Xi this theorem appJies - yielding (1.12) and (1.13). 
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and also 

(1.13) 

Finally, the Lagrangian is required to lead to gauge-invariant equations of motion in the 

following sense. Let 

The Euler-Lagrange vector is 

(1.14) 

Because the derivatives uf vanish on the identity section, (1.2) implies that ea,k = o. 
Hence (1.14) implies that for some function Ek 

Eo E ( D } AD a AD a .j .. j) 
k = k ea,Ja, j' j,k,gij,gij,ktX,X 

o ° °a °a a a When the arguments ea ,fa, Aj , Aj,k are replaced by ea ,fa, Aj , Aj,k the resulting 

vector is denoted by 

(1.15) 

This vector is said to be gauge-invariant, if 

(1.16) 
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in which case the equations of motion for our particle (the Euler-Lagrange equations 
o 
E" = 0) are equivalent to 

(1.17) 

We stipulate therefore that equation (1.16) must hold, and as a result obtain the gauge

invariant form (1.17) for our equations of motion. 

Note that the right-hand side of equation (1.16) does not depend upon the choice of 

u E G, but according to (1.1), (1.4), (0.46) and (0.50) the left-hand side does (through the 

parameters ua, uff, Uh~)' Differentiation of both sides therefore shows that equations 

(1.17) are gauge-invariant if and only if 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

and 

(1.20) 

where we have used the notation 

E" = 
E ( I 'Y\ I' ( • i r. f) A a( i r. f) Aa (i r. f f) (h) (h)' j .. j) " ea\'t,u,ItJa 't,x ,u ,uh ' j X,U ,uh ' i.k X ,u ,uh,uh i ' gij X , gij.k X , X , X 

It should be noted that in multiple integral gauge field theories, gauge-invariance of the 

equations of motion is achieved by requiring that the Lagrangian be gauge-invariant. Such 
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an assumption is not made in this paper, however. If the function L of (1.7) were gauge

invariant, we would have (in analogy to (1.19» 

that is, 

But, by (0.46), this is 

or, by (0.30) 

a L(ea<:r,u'Y),At(xi,ur,u1>,gij(xh),;ii) = 0 

auf 

aL aAT = 0 
aATauf 

aL = 0 
aAI 

which would indicate that L does not depend on the gauge potentials! We conclude 

therefore that gauge-invariant Lagrangians of the form (1.7) do not exist. Our Lagrangian 

is therefore taken to be the non-gauge-invariant function (1.6), and we obtain gauge

invariant equations of motion by demanding that the functions (1.15) be gauge-invariant. 

1.3 The Euler-Lagrange Vector 

For the sake of brevity, we introduce the following notation for the derivatives of L. 

Let 



£ij = aL 
agij 

The corresponding derivatives of the Lagrangian are denoted by 

0 0 0 

a
2l o aL Ok aL lb= aLm 0 

Lk=- La=-- Lkm= 
aikaim ai k aOa aOa AA; Ak 

0 0 0 0 

~a= aL it: = aLA; 0.. aL 0" aLk 
£'J=_ £i=-

aea aea agij agij 
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(1.21) 

(1.22) 

The Euler-Lagrange expression is therefore calculated as follows. Since the dependence 

of the Lagrangian on xk is given by 

O· 0 a 0 •• 

= Ll A· I. + £'Jg .. k a JIll. 'J, 

while along the trajectory (x j = x
j 
('r» 

the Euler-Lagrange vector is 
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o 0 

o = dL" _ aL 
E" d-r 

i.e. 

(1.23) 

The corresponding vector E" defmed in (1.15) is therefore 

(1.24) 

Unfortunately the quantities with Latin indices in (1.24) are not all components of 

tensors, and the quantities with Greek indices are not all components of adjoint type 

objects. A more suitable form of (1.24) will be determined in upcoming chapters. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE USE OF FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 

TO RESTRICT THE FORM OF THE LAGRANGIAN 

In this chapter a new technique is employed, by which it is shown that the function L of 

(1.7) must be such that 

for some scalar function L •. Hence, the Lagrangian (1.6) must be of the form 

This derivation requires only the following assumptions from chapter 1: 

(i) L is a C3, real-valued function of the arguments indicated in (1.7), 

(ii) L is defined on an admissible domain as indicated in section 1.2 (this 

restricts us to an open region of the tangent bundle where g ij x i xj 
¢. 0), 

(ill) L is a scalar under coordinate transformations on M, 

(iv) the vector Ek of (1.15) does not depend on the parameters Ul'k' 

As a corollary, it is shown that the additional assumption that: 

(v) the fundamental integral (1.11) is parameter-invariant, 

implies that l can be expressed as 
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for some C3 scalar function A. 

Of particular imponance is the technique used in the derivation of Lemma 1 (section 

2.4). By use of this technique, it is shown that the arguments of the function L occur 

together in cenain prescribed combinations. The procedure requires the use of functional 

equations, and proceeds in a manner which is related to a method for determining how the 

arguments of homogeneous functions must combine.13 It demonstrates how one may 

deduce the combinations of arguments that occur for cenain classes of non-gauge-invariant 

Lagrangians. 

2.1 Transformation Laws for the Derivatives of the Lagrangian 

In order to shorten calculations, let us begin by obtaining transformation laws for the 

derivatives of the scalar function L. We recall from (1.10) that 

and take panial derivatives of both sides with respect to At, gpq and i P (employing the 

notation of (0.1) and (1.21». 

Differentiation of (1.7) with respect to the gauge potentials yields (due to (0.47» 

13 The reader is referred to the method for the solution of homogeneous equations of Aczel [10], pp. 
229·234. 
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- LiBP - a i 

Next, differentiation with respect to the components of the metric gives (by (0.6) and (0.7» 

£pq = iij o( gmk Bj' Bf ) 

ogpq 

= iij Bl! B9 
I J 

Finally, differentiation with respect to the components of the tangent vector shows that 

(because of (0.14» 

. "'k 
L - L. o( xJ Bj ) 

'P - 'J ':I.p 
uX 

- L'B"'i - 'J P 

In summary, we have obtained the tensorial relations 

(2.1) 

The last set of equations in (2.1) is 
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Upon differentiating this equation with respect to At ' gpq and fP respectively, we obtain 

the relations 

Thus, we have deduced the tensorial transfonnation laws 

~pq - -£tjB"'~ BP Bq 
l;;i - h , t j (2.2) 
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2.2 Requirements for Scalar Functions 

In this section, we obtain a system of partial differential equations whose satisfaction is 

necessary and sufficient in order that L be a scalar function. The system is obtained by 

differentiating (1.10) with respect to the independent functions B: of (0.1). 

If (1.10) is expressed in the form 

L( A a .j) L( AaBk BmB k .kB"'j) ea, j ,gjj, X = ea, k j' gmk j j' X k 

and differentiated, it is found that 

CJL CJ(Af Bf) - d m k dL d(Xk El) o = + 
dL (gmk Bj Bj ) 

+ 
CJx·a CJB P dgjj dBP dX

j dB P , q q q 

-j a dBf -" d(Br Bj) L ·k dEl = LaAk -- + L" gmk + ·x --
dB P dB P 'J dBP 

q q q 

Therefore, upon substitution from (0.3) 

But due to (2.1) and (2.2) the quantities in this equation are all tensorial, so 

O Lm A aB ..... q + Lmk B"'q + Lmk B ..... q L'm B ..... q 
= a P m gmp k gpk m - 'P X m 

The middle two terms are identical since gpk and Lmk are symmetric, so 



O - LmAaB"'q + 2Lmk B"'q L 'mB"'q - a p m g pic m - 'P X m 
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and, since for admissible coordinate transfonnations det( B! ) ¢ 0 , this shows that 

(2.3) 

Evidently, this system of partial differential equations represents a set of necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the function L to be a scalar. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) indicate 

that the quantities in this equation are tensorial. 

2.3 Euler.Lagrange Vectors Which Satisfy the Third Invariance Identity 

We shall now deduce a set of ~onditions on L, which represent necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the vector Ek to be independent of the parameters Uhak (i.e. satisfy (1.20». 

Substitution of (1.24) into (1.20) gives 

But according to (1.1), (1.4), (0.46) and (0.50), only the tenn 

depends upon ul'p' Consequently (1.20) holds if and only if 
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(2.4) 

or, by (0.50) 

Therefore, due to (0.30), the system 

(2.5) 

is a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (1.20). The special case m 

= j of (2.5) yields another useful result (with no summation implied) 

(2.6) 

2.4 Restricting the Form of the Lagrangian in Special Coordinate Systems 

In this section we deduce a lemma, which states that for any point z' in the admissible 

region W of the tangent bundle (see section 1.2) there exists a neighborhood of z' and a 

coordinate system, such that the arguments of L occur together in prescribed combinations. 

We suspend use of the summation convention in obtaining this result. In particular if we 

write 

having suspended the summation convention, then the lemma states that for any z' EWe 

T(M), there exists a coordinate system on some neighborhood Wz' of z' and a function H 
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such that 

L ( eu, Ai ' gpq , i P ) = H ( eu, Cr ' eij ) 

Begin by considering an arbitrary point z' (coordinates x," ,i ''') in W, and constructing 

a coordinate system in a neighborhood Wz' of z' such that at the point z' 

(2.7) 

(for h = 1, ... ,n). Such a neighborhood and coordinate system exist by vinue of the 

following construction. Consider the point x' E M which is the natural projection x' = 

p(z') in M of the arbitrary point z', and any coordinate neighborhood U of x'. Since (1.8) 

requires that for some k, i'k:¢: 0, we may by a rotation of coordinates on U induce a 

coordinate system on a neighborhood of z' such that i'h :¢: 0 for h = 1, ... ,n. Next, we 

may scale each coordinate on U by an appropriate constant to induce a coordinate system in 

a neighborhood of z' such that (2.7) holds at z' . 

For example, suppose at z' we have that 

Then by a rotation in the x'lx'2-plane of TC/4 radians, we obtain a coordinate system such 

that at z' 

A second change of coordinates, scaling the previous coordinates by fI 13, fI 13, and -1 

respectively, detennines a new coordinate system such that at z' 
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=.2 =.3 Y = [1 1 1]'1' x x . 

Thus, we obtain a neighborhood of Zl, and a coordinate system on that neighborhood, such 

that (2.7) is satisfied at z'. To avoid unnecessary symbols, we will henceforth use 

unbarred coordinates to represent geometric objects in this coordinate system. 

Now consider a neighborhood of an arbitrary point z' in W, and using the coordinate 

system just described recall the scalar function L of (1.7) -

Consider also the same function, evaluated with related arguments 

. . ~j .j 
g ...... - g"t't} • x = ~ 

'} - '}' j (2.8) 

replacing A r, gij, i j (in which we remember that the summation convention is not 

applied). These arguments in matrix form are 

gUtltl gl2tl t 2 g13tlt3 glntltn il/tl 

g2lt2tl g22t2t2 g23t2t3 g2nt2tn i 2/t2 

g3lt3tl g32t3t2 g33t3t3 g3nt3tn x3/t3 

gnl tntl gn2tnt 2 gn3tnt3 gnntntn .n/tn 

and are equal to the usual arguments Ar, gijt xj when t i = 1 (i = 1, ... ,n). The resulting 

function is indicated by the notation 
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IL- -a... ,:.j I _ = L ( ea , A j , g ij , X ) 

We have assumed an admissible domain (see section (1.2» for L, so there exists for 

each z' c W a positive real number Ez' and a neighborhood W,' c W of z, such that ~ is 

well defined for tie (1-£,',1+£,'). We therefore introduce real-valued continuous 

functions ti on W,': 

whose range is some subset of (l-Ez,,1 +£"), and stipulate that t i = 1 at z' (for i = l,oo.,n). 

The functions ti are otherwise arbitrary. 

If we substitute '[ into (2.3) and set p = m , we observe that for any point z e Wz' 

having coordinates xi, xi 

Substitution from (2.8) then gives 

(2.10) 

Next define the function 

(2.11) 

(this function depends upon the usual arguments of L in addition to the functions ti, but for 

convenience only the latter arguments are shown). 
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This function must be identically zero for the following reason. On the right side of 

(2.11), only the arguments 1ft, 'jijt'ii of L depend on ti. Therefore, by differentiation of 

both sides of (2.11) with respect to t m we get 

or 

If (2.10) is divided by t m and then substituted into (2.12), the latter becomes 

which implies that 

h (ti) = constant 

But substitution of t i= 1 into (2.11) shows that 

h(1) = 0 

so the constant must be zero, i.e. 

h(ti) = 0 

Putting this result into (2.11) determines that at each point z in Wz', and for any curve 

on M which is such that atx = p(z) the tangent vector has components xi, 

(2.13) 
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Equation (2.13) holds for arbitrary continuous functions ti whose ranges are each a subset 

of (l-Ez',I+Ez'), which are defined on Wz" and which are such that tl = 1 at Z'. 

As a result, if we let 1"' = i m in (2.13) and defme 

(2.14) 

then (2.13) becomes 

L ( e(J , Cr ' eij, 1 ) = L ( e(J , Ai ' gpq , i P ) (2.15) 

where" 1 " denotes replacement of the n arguments xj by the number one. This establishes 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: Let L be a C3 real-valuedfunction of the quantities ea, At, gij ,xj which is 

defined on an admissible domain. Let z' be an arbitrary point of the region W of the 

tangent bundle for which L is defined, and let Cr ' eij denote the quantities (2.14 J. Then 

there exists a coordinate system on some neighborhood Wz' of z', in terms of which a 

necessary condition in order that L be a scalar whose associated vector Ek is independent of 

u/i, is that there exist a C3 function H such that 

(2.16) 

2.5 A Simple Functional Equation for the Lagrangian 

We now show that in order that the vector Ek of (1.15) be independent of utk (as 
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required by (1.20» it is necessary that there exist a C3 scalar function L· such that, 

whenever L is defined, 

n n 
L = L*(ea , ,L Ajii, ,~giji'i}) 

} = 1 I.} = 1 

This result is derived as a consequence of Lemma 1, but does not require a special 

coordinate system. We continue to suspend use of the summation convention in this 

section. 

Consider an arbitrary point z' E W, and an associated neighborhood Wz' and coordinate 

system as indicated in Lemma 1 (recall that (2.7) holds at the point z' in this coordinate 

system). The derivatives of the function H are related to the derivatives (1.21) of L by: 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Equations (2.6) allow us to simplify the last expression. In terms of H, (2.6) is 
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(2 ~ ;PH . i'j ~ a
2
H AfJ·j aH S:j).j (aH .j) s:j -_ 0 £..i ---gikX X + £..i Ie X + -- Uk X - --x Uk 

i= 1 aCraeik p= 1 aCjacC acr aCj 

or, after cancellations 

By substitution of (2.19) into the expression (2.18) for L~k' we deduce that 

(2.20) 

These expressions for the derivatives of H allow us to express (2.5) in tenns of H. 

Substitute (2.17) and (2.20) into (2.5), to obtain 

Then, in the special case k = m' andj = m' (where m is any (fixed) index and m' represents 

an arbitrary index not equal to m) we have 

[ 
aH . m ] [ aH. m] --x + - --x 
ac~, aCM 

=0 

This system of equations may be solved as follows. Since we are in a coordinate 

system for which i m 
¢ 0, therefore 



oH oH = 0 
ocg 

In (2.21), replace m' by mil (another arbitrary index not equal to m) to get 

oH oH = 0 
ocg 

and subtract this result from (2.21) to obtain (for any m' ¢ m, and mil ¢ m) 

oH oH 
=0 

Equations (2.21) and (2.22) together imply that for any indices a, h, k 

oH 
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(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Accordingly, equation (A.2) from the appendix indicates that H can only depend on the 

quantities Cf through their sum. That is, if we define 

n n 

Acx= L ct= L Atij 
j=l j=l (2.24) 

then, for the neighborhood Wz' of z', there must exist a function if such that 

(2.25) 

This result can be simplified further, by use of (2.3). Since by (2.16) and (2.25) 
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il=H=L 

therefore il must satisfy (2.3): 

~ CJL Apa _ CJL x· m 2 ~ CJL 0 k.i + k.i - gpk = 
a= 1 CJA,g CJiP k= 1 CJgmk 

that is 

(~ CJil )A a . m (~CJil Aa 2~ CJil 'k).m 2(~ CJil 'm .k) 0 k.i- pX - k.i-- p + k.i--gpk x X + k.i--x X gpk = 
a CJA a a CJA a k CJepk k CJemk 

(where epk is defined by (2.14». After some cancellations we have 

or 

~ ( CJil CJil ) . m • k 0 k.i -- - -- gpk X X = 
k aemk CJepk (2.26) 

If m is replaced by j in this equation we fmd that 

~ ( ail CJil ) . J' • k 0 k.i - - -- gpk X X = 
k aejk CJepk (2.27) 

Next we multiply (2.26) by xj, multiply (2.27) by xm , and subtract The result is 

~ (CJil CJil) 'm 'J' ·k 0 k.i -- - - gpk X X X = 
k CJemk CJejk (2.28) 

Since in our special coordinate neighborhood xi ¢ 0 (for i = 1, ... ,n), we may multiply 



'p 
(2.28) by ~ to obtain 

imi' 

But according to (2.14), [epk] is the matrix 

o 

o 

and therefore, 

·2 X 

o 

o 
o in 

Hence, (2.29) is equivalent to 

8nn 

ail ail 
--- =0 
aemk aepk 

o 

o 

·2 X 
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(2.29) 

o 

o 
o in 

According to equation (A.2) (in the appendix) the validity of this system of equations 

requires that il is such that for some function L· (defined for all z in W z' and all 

corresponding curves on M) 

il = L· ( eex. , A ex. , r) 

in which the A ex. are given by (2.24) and where we have wrItten 
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(2.30) 

Because of (2.24) and (2.30), the arguments of L* are scalars, so this result holds not only 

in oz,:r special coordinate system but in arbitrary coordinate systems on Wz" 

Since by (2.16) and (2.25) we know that if = L, it has been shown that corresponding 

to any point z' in the admissible region of the tangent bundle, there exists a scalar function 

L· such that for a neighborhood Wz' of z' L admits the representation 

(2.31) 

(in which the arguments A a and r are defined by (2.24) and (2.30)). Since L is C3, it 

follows that L· is also C3• This establishes the following theorem (for which the 

summation convention is resumed). 

Theorem 1: Let L be a C3 function of the quantities ea, Ar, gij ,xi which is defined on 

an admissible domain. Also, let 

Then in order that L be a scalar which does not depend upon the parameters Uhak' it is 

necessary that there exist a C3 scalar junction L· such that 

(2.32) 
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2.6 The Parameter-Invariant Variational Principle 

When the assumption that the fundamental integral (1.11) is parameter-invariant is 

applied to this result an even stronger result is obtained (which constitutes a corollary to 

Theorem 1). We maintain the summation convention. 

The parameter-invariance of the fundamental integral was found to be equivalent to the 

conditions (1.12) and (1.13). Let us express these equations in terms of the function L· of 

Theorem 1. Equation (1.12) becomes 

[ 
0. 0.] oL AO a 2 oL . i . k LO. 

-0 - k + - gikX X = 
oAa or 

that is, 0. 0. 
oL AO a 2 oL LO. 
-0- + -r= 
oAa or (2.33) 

Since (2.32) requires that l = l·, we may substitute the left-hand side of (2.33) for the 

° function L in (1.13), obtaining 

(2.34) 

Thus, under the assumptions of Theorem 1, equations (2.33) and (234) constitute a set of 

necessary and sufficient conditions/or the fundamental integral to be parameter-invariant. 

A second approach to the equation (1.12) also yields a useful result. Since we are 

restricted to a region of the tangent bundle for which r* 0, the relations 
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Ba=~ vrrr 
represent an invertible change of variables. We deduce therefore via (2.32), that there 

exists a function L·· such that 

Since ~ and Ba are homogeneous of degree one and zero in ii respectively, it follows from 

(1.12) that 

which implies that there exists a scalar function A (ea , B a), such that 

(2.35) 

Hence have shown that under the conditions of Theorem 1, equation (l.12) implies (2.35). 

Differentiation of (2.35) however, shows that it in tum implies (1.12). Therefore we have 

established the following corollary to Theorem 1. 

Corollary 1: If the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, then the condition 

o 

aL i" = l 
aile 

o 

is valid if and only if there exists a C3 scalar junction A ( ea , V? ; I ) such that 

(2.36) 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE EULER·LAGRANGE EQUATIONS REVISITED 

We now endeavor to find an expression for the Euler-Lagrange equations, which takes 

into account the results of chapter 2. For convenience, we denote by L • the function 

where L· is the function (2.32). 

3.1 A Required Form for the Euler-Lagrange Vector 

The derivatives required in the Euler-Lagrange vector 0.14) are: 

at· al· aA a al· ar 
-=----+--axk aA a axk ar axk 

(3.1) 

and 

(3.2) 
and 
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(3.3) 

Some of the tenns in (3.3) cancel. To see this, notice that (2.6) indicates that (briefly 

suspending the summation convention) 

2 
eJ L • i eJL ri - 0 ---x - --uk-

eJA !XeJxk eJA!X 
J J 

which is, in tenns of L • 

Two tenns cancel, and we divide the result by xi (since (1.8) shows that there exists aj for 

which xi;t 0) to get 

We restore the summation convention and have 
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:'1
2 - :'I

2L-
2 u L . i U AfJ = 0 --gikx + k 

aA aar aA aaA fJ (3.4) 

Substitution of (3.4) (after evaluation on the identity section) into (3.3) reduces the latter to 

Thus, by means of (3.1) and (3.5) the Euler-Lagrange vector may be expressed as 

or 

which is, due to (0.18) and (0.19) 
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If the quantities in the Euler-Lagrange expression which (as indicated by the superscript 

"0") have been evaluated at u = e are instead evaluated for arbitrary u, then the vector Ek of 

(1.15) is obtained - namely 

dL* .,' d2L* ,:\2L* ':\L* ny' aU. i.f U (a Aa ) 'J' Ek = 2-gik~+ A k +2--gikX JC1+--A k ,- 'kX 
dy Df deaiJA a ,deaiJY aA a .) '). 

[ 
d2L* A a 2iL'* 'i]dY + k + --gikX -

L...-_--:;.d..;.Y_dA_a ___ d.;.,.Yd....;.Y_---=;....d_f _________ ___i (3.6) 

3.2 The Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions of the Euler-Lagrange_ 

Equations 

Because the Lagrangian is positively homogeneous of degree one (due to (1.12» and 

does not depend explicitly on the parameter (due to (1.13» the Euler-Lagrange equations 

are invariant under an admissible change of parameter.14 We may therefore take f to be a 

constant multiple of the wcwer time parameter (0.13). In this case Y is a constant and 

14 This is a standard result whose proof may be found (for example) in Rund [11], p. 172. 



so that (in this special case) (3.6) is reduced to 

Since according to (1.9) (and the fact that for some i, xi ¢ 0) 

we may define functions MZ by writing 

and express equations (3.7) as 

oL· ( n.:.i .) 
Ek = 2- gik f:!A- - Mk 

dr D-c 

Therefore the Euler-Lagrange equations (Ek = 0) become 

~ - kiM· D-c - g k 

which is a system of 2n first order ordinary differential equations: 

,lyi • i 
~=X 
d-c 
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(3.8) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 
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According to a standard theoremlS from the theory of differential equations, there exists 

a real number £ > 0, such that this system of equations, referred to given parameter 't', with 

prescribed initial values in the domain of L 

(3.12) 

has a unique solution for 't' e ('t'o - £, 't'o + e). Hence there exists an £ > 0 such that 

equations (3.7) together with the initial condition (3.12) have a unique solution for 't'e ('t'o 

- £,ro + e). We shall show that this solution is such that ris a constant of the motion. 

In order that rremain constant along a given curve, it is necessary and sufficient that 

(0.20) hold: 

For a solution of (3.11), this is 

i.e. 

. n.;,j 
g"X'~ = 0 

I) Dr 

• 0 • 

gijX' gkj Mk = 0 

M
O 
•• k 0 
k X = 

1 S The theorem applies to systems of ordinary differential equations 

(/.,1 = 1, ... ,N) 

for which each! is defined on an open subsel of RN+l, is continuous and has continuous flrSl partials 

on that region. Such a system, together with an initial condition yl(lo} = yJ is known lO have a unique 
solution for I in some interval aboullo' See Pontryagin [12], p. 18, for a statement of this theorem. 
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Equation (3.9) shows that this condition is equivalent to 

that is 

But this is equation (2.34), which is known to be valid as a result of the parameter

invariance of the fundamental integral. 

Hence, we have shown that when 'r is taken to be a constant multiple of proper time the 

Euler-Lagrange equations have a unique (local) solution. But we have also noted that the 

Euler-Lagrange equations are invariant under admissible changes of parameter. Therefore 

the Euler-Lagrange equations have a unique parameter-independent solution. 

Corollary 2: In addition to the conditions of theorem 1, let the fundamental integral 

(1.11) be parameter-invariant, and let the inequality (1.9) be satisfied. For admissible 

initial values (3.12), the resulting Euler-Lagrange equations together with these initial 

values have a unique solution on an interval 'r e ('ro - E, 'ro + E) for some real number E > O. 
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CHAPTER 4 

GAUGE·INVARIANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The functions Ep in (3.6) depend upon the quantities ea,/a, At, Aj~h' ij, xj, gjh, gjh,k. 

In this chapter we consider general Cl functions of such arguments 

(4.1) 

and deduce necessary and sufficient conditions for their gauge-invariance. 

4.1 The First Invariance Identity 

Recall that the functions (4.1) are said to be gauge-invariant if 

M ( .f' A a A a .j .. j ) M (0 ,. AD a AD a .j •• j ) 
p ea'Ja. j. j,h. X • X ,gjh, gjh,k = P ea.Ja, j' j,h ,X • X • gjh • gjh,k 

(4.2) 
Therefore. if we derme 

Mp = 
M ( ( "'.f'( ·h (J "'A a( i (J O\A a ( i (J P' 0\ oj ··i (i) (i» p ea\ f.U· I>Ja f,x ,U .Ui I> j X ,U 'Ui I> j,h X ,U ,U, 'Uii" X ,X ,gjh X ,ghj,k X 

then in analogy to (1.18). (1.19) and (1.20), we see that the functions Mp are gauge

invariant if and only if the three sets of equations 



aMp = 0 
(Juf 
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(4.3) 

are satisfied. Ifwe express these sets of equations in tenns of partial derivatives of Mp 

M!.a= aMp 
P aA!l 

J 

Mjh _ aMp 
pa-::"I a 

aA 'h J. 

the resulting three sets of equations shall be called the frrst, second and third gauge

invariance identities respectively. 

Since A j~h is the only argument of M p which depends on ulq , the frrst set of equations 

from (4.3) is 

which, due to (0.50), is 

or 

By application of (0.30), we obtain the first invariance identity 

(4.4) 
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4.2 The Second Invariance Identity 

The second set of equations in (4.3) may be written as 

From (1.4), (0.46) and (0.50), the derivatives shown are 

and 

so we have 

By use of (4.4) this may be rewritten as 

and by additional application of (0.35) and (0.36) we obtain 
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N a( e'" 1 r.,,) M" 1 a e a 1 f1G"'AOPMj" e a 1 f1 1'" PMi" - 0 p e", ral\.£ x + pa 1\.£ - f1 J.ll\.£ P j pa + f1 ",1\.£ I\.p Uj pa-

or 

Na( eJ.l,t r.,,) Mk 1 a C a 1 f1GJ.lAD PMj" e a 1 f1(GJ.lAD r A"')Mi" = 0 p eJ.l ra £X + pal\.£ - f1"'I\.£ P j pa+ f1J.lI\.£ r j - j pa 

After some evident cancellations, there results 

or 
N a( e'" 1 r.,,) Mk 1 a M"je a 1 f1AJ.l - 0 p e", ral\.£ x + pa 1\.£ + pa f1 ",1\.£ j -

(N a e'" . k M" M"j erA"') 1 f1 - 0 p e", f1 aX + PTI + pr TI'" j 1\.£ -

Due to (0.30), we deduce from this equation our second invariance identity: 

4.3 The Third Invariance Identity 

The final set of equations in (4.3) states that 

iVr der ,dAr ,,,dAr,, Nr_'J_'+Mr_+MJ _J +MJ _J_, = 0 
P dU£ P dU£ Pr dU£ pr dU£ 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Let us consider this equation tenn by tenn. The first tenn in this equation, in view of 

(1.4), is 
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or by (0.35) 

By substitution from (1.4), this is 

= NrC a ( ., of 11 ., /C Il' k] 0 11 • k [""'Il fJ ~ /C., U "'" Il a 11.;]) 
p ur -At !la + e11 C ,wAil U kX - ell Uk x -G fJ C /Ca"'t A11 + G a au t 

(4.7) 

Part of this expression - namely 

may be written as 

that is, 

Application of (0.24) and (0.25) reduces this to 
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and as a result, (4.7) is 

r air r (C1 .".k aA%) ~aA: a;;).".k e N - = N c:Jr -Atia-eau x - +N -- - -- u x eJ!C 
P aut P k aut P au'" aut k ~ r a 

or 

(4.8) 

This is the first tenn of (4.6). 

Moreover, (1.1) and (0.37) imply that the second tenn in (4.6) is 

(4.9) 

The third tenn in (4.6), by application of (0.35), is 

or, due to (0.46) 

and by (0.36) 

(4.10) 
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The fourth tenn in (4.6), due to (0.50), is 

J'k oAb J'k[OG~ 0'1 0 (OG~ 0 '1 OA~ '1) fJ OA~ '1J M = M --A. +- --A. --u. u --u. 
pr out pr 014£ J.k ou£ oufJ J oufJ J k ou£ J k 

Since by (4.4) and (0.42) M~~ and Uj~ are skew-symmetric and symmetric respectively in j 

and k, this is 

jk[OG~ 0'1 (o [OG~] 0'1 0 [oAl] '1) fJ~ M --A'k+---A.---u, u 
py out j. ou£ oufJ J out oufJ J k 

Equations (0.35) and (0.36) allow this to be expressed as 

Due to the skew-symmetry (4.4) of Mt~ in its upper indices, and the symmetry inj and k 

of the tenn involving the second derivative of AI, the tenn involving the second derivative 

of Al vanishes. This leaves 

which is 
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In abbreviated notation this is 

or 

Next, we can simplify this using (0.46) and also insert a term which vanishes (due to 

symmetry considerations from (4.4». As a result, it is found that 

and (0.50) can be applied to obtain 

Equation (4.5) then shows that 

(M k Nl1 C P. • k) 1 a 1 aMi "C r A v pa + p eJl a'1 x "'e,k + "'e Pr a v i,k 

Therefore, 

Mi k aA rk (M k N'1 C P. • ") 1 a 1 aMi kC r A v 
pr aue = pa + p ep' a'1x "'e," + "'e pr a v i,k 

(4.11) 

Thus, we have expressions (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) for the terms in (4.6). 

Substitution of these in the latter yields the following form of the third invariance identity: 



-NICCrA,e."fa + Nl°A,e
a 
u2x"e~ c;a+ Ml eaCrCfxA£a+ MtrcdpA,£a A! 

ou'" 
- M#rA,I." + (MIa + N} ellct,., x") A,:'" + A:Mt~CJvAJ." = 0 

Some tenns evidently cancel, and the resulting equation is 

N rca '1 a I' Mr C a '1 a Mj C r '1 aA p '1 aMj IcC r A v 0 - p ar/l,£Ja + pea ra/l,£+ pr ap/l,£ j +/1,£ pr av j,k = 

or, since by (0.30), det(A,£a) y!: 0, 

Nrc a I' Mr ca Mj c r AP MjkCrA v 
p raJa + pea ra+ pr ap j + pr av j,k =0 

By (4.4) and the defmition (0.51) of the field strengths Flk , this becomes 

or, due to (4.4) and (4.5) 
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Nrc a I' + Mr C a Na C Il erA p . j + lMi kC r F.v - 0 p raJa pea ra - pell ra ap j X 2 pr av Jk - (4.12) 

This is the third invariance identity: 

In retrospect, we have in this chapter established the following fact. 16 

16 This fact is analogous to a result obtained by Rund [13], p. 113; however, the third invariance 
identity has been expressed in a different fonn and some arguments which are not affected by gauge 
transfonnations have been included in Mp. 
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Fact: Suppose that Mp denotes (l set of C1 functions of the form (4.1), whose 

arguments ea,fa, Ar, Ahk transform under the action of an r-dimensional Lie group 

according to (1.1), (1.4), (0.46) and (0.50) respectively (whose argwnents xi, xi gij, gij,k 

are unaffected by gauge transformations). Equations (4.4), (4.5) and (4.12) constitute a 

set of necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the functions Mp be gauge-invariant. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE REQUIRED FORM OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

In this chapter, the invariance identities from chapter 4 are applied to the equations of 

motion from chapter 3. The result is a remarkably simple form for both the function L 

(which determines our Lagrangian) and for the vector Ek (which determines our equations 

of motion). Some very important intermediate results are obtained during the analysis. 

It is demonstrated that a general gauge-invariant function Mp of the form (4.1) must 

satisfy the functional relationship 

M' ( Dea Fa. j .. j ) Mp = p ea, D'r ' j k , X , X , gjk , gjk,h 

for some Cl function M; . 
When this fact (together with previous equations) is applied to the form (3.6) of the 

vector Ek, it is deduced that the function L must be expressible as 

for some C3 scalar functions Ga (a = 1, ... ,r) and nonzero constant C. The functions Ga 

are found to comprise the components of a type (0,1) adjoint object whose adjoint absolute 

derivative vanishes. If the signature of the metric is chosen such that r> 0 for all time-like 

vectors, then the resulting gauge-invariant vector Ek is expressible using proper time, in the 

form 
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so that the motion of the particle is governed by the equation 

D ·; G . 
g.~ = --1!.F·a"xJ 

, Dr C J 

5.1 The Invariance Identities and General Gauge-Invariant Functions 

We begin by obtaining a functional equation that functions Mp of the fonn (4.1) must 

satisfy as a consequence of the fIrst and second invariance identities (equations (4.4) and 

(4.5». To save writing we let " ... " denote the arguments "xi, xi, gjl" gik,h" of (4.1) 

which do not depend upon ua, ur, or u/i , i.e. 

The invariance identity (4.4) is valid if and only if each function Mp depends skew

symmetrically throughj and k upon the quantities A i~k' Thus Mp must be expressible as 

This however, may be written as 

or, due to (0.51), as 

or 
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M( ~ C'1AP·k C'1A P·k A a IF a ICaAPAr ) p ea ,Ja - e'1 pa kX + e'1 pa kX , j' 2 jk+ 2 Pr j k , ... 

Because of (1.5), this is 

M ( Dea C'1 AP·k A a IF a IC a APAr ) pea, D-r +e'1 pa kX , j'2 jk+2 Pr j k'''' 

and we deduce that the invariance identity (4.4) is equivalent to the requirement that 

Mp(ea,/a, Ar, Aj~k , ... ) = Mp(ea, r;;; +e'1Cp'1c;t4fxk , Ar ' tFj~+tcl.;tfAI , ... ) 
(5.1) 

This holds only if there exist Cl functions M;' (p = 1, ... ,n) such that 

M M"( F Aa Fa .j ooj ) p = p ea, a, j' j k , X , X , gjk , gjk,h (5.2) 

where we have introduced 

F Dea ~ C '1 A P . k 
a= D-r = Ja- e'1 pa kX 

(5.3) 

Let us now consider the invariance identity (4.5). We suppose that the fIrst invariance 

identity holds, and express (4.5) in terms of the functions M; of (5.2). Equations (5.1) 

and (5.2) require that 

M;' (ea, Fa, Ar,F/i,···) = Mp(ea,Fa+e'1 cp'1aAfxk,Ar,tFj~+tCp~Af AI, ... ) 

(5.4) 
and partial differentiation of (5.4) with respect to Ai then shows that 

aM;' = a Mp(ea, Fa + e'1Cp'1aA fx k, Ar, tFj~ + tcp~Af AI, .. . ) 

~i ~i 
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- Nr Cfl~P~q'k Mq lMjkra(~p~qAr AP~rd} - peflPrv(Juk,X + P(J+2 pa-pru(JVj k+ jV(Jvk 

- Nr C fl • q + Mq + M qkC a Ar - pefl (Jrx p(J pa (Jr k 

But (4.S) states that the right hand side of this equation is zero. Hence, the invariance 

identity (4.S) in tenns of M; is 

CJM" 
=e.. = 0 
CJA (J q 

which holds only if there exist n functions M; in terms of which 

M M '( F Fa .j ooj ) p = p ea, a, j k ,x ,X , gjk, gjk,h 

(S.S) 

(S.6) 

Thus, the invariance identities (4.4) and (45) imply that there exist n Ci functions 

M; for which (5.6) is valid (where the quantities Fa, F/i in (S.6) are defined by (S.3) 

and (0.S1) respectively). If the arguments of Mp were all independent this statement would 

have a converse - however, it shall be shown that they are not all independent. 

5.2 The Required Form of the Lagrangian 

We now apply these results to the vector Ek of (3.6), and obtain in consequence, a 
o 

simple functional expression for L and its associated Lagrangian L. In equation (3.6) it is 

not assumed that t denotes proper time, so the quantities xh, ih, xh, ua, uf, Uh~ in that 
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equation are independent (except for the symmetry of Uh,). As a result, E" can be gauge

invariant only if its partial derivatives 

':\ (':\2 '" ,:\2 '" ) . ':\ '" uE" A a u L 2u L ·i 2 ·m 2 dL -, =" + -- gUex gjmX + -gjk 
ox} oroA a oror or (5.7) 

are also gauge-invariant. It is by use of this crucial fact and the invariance identities, that 

we obtain the desired fonn for L. 

The right-hand-side of (5.7) is of the fonn (4.1), and so can be gauge invariant only if it 

satisfies (5.5) - namely. 

that is 

( ~h~a iL'" Aa 03L ", oA71 2 03L ", oA71 .i)2 .m 
Uk uJl + " - + -- gikX gjmX 

oroA a oA 71oroA a oAf oA 71oror oAf J 

02L'" oA 71 
+2 g'k=O 

oA 'lor oAf ) 
or 

(5.8) 

By putting k = h' (for any index h' ¢ h) in (5.8) we obtain 
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According to (1.8) at least one component of the tangent vector is nonzero, so if we let i h 

be such a component we find that 

If we multiply this equation by ghj and sum onj, we obtain 

or, since h is such that i h 
'¢ 0, 

:'I
3L'" :'I

3L'" 
u a 2 u ·i 0 ----Ah' + gih'X = 

iJA JLiJyiJA a iJA JLiJyiJy (5.9) 

Now set k = h' '¢ h in (5.8). Then, 

or after substitution from (5.9), 

which, since det(gjk) '¢ 0 and i h 
'¢ 0, implies that 

(5.10) 
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. Equations (5.10) and (2.32) together require that there exists a pair of C3 functions LJ , 

LJ/ such that 

(5.11) 

Since their arguments are scalars, these functions must be scalars. 

This result can be made even stronger due to (3.4). Substitution of (5.10) into (3.4) 

shows that 

and partial differentiation with respect to the independent parameters u~ then yields 

or, by (0.30) 

(5.12) 

But since LJ/ and its arguments are scalars, the partial derivatives shown are scalars. 

Hence, each term in (5.12) (due to (0.14) and (0.47» is a type (1,1) tensor. Under an 

admissible coordinate transformation, we therefore have 

so that 
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Differentiation this equation with respect to Bland use of (0.3) shows that 

This equation may be evaluated using the identity transfonnation (Bj = B.;h ,it = B.;h) to 

obtain 

or 

Since n > 1, we may setp = k ¢ q to obtain 

which when substituted into (5.12) shows that 

2 
aLII 

aA E'i)A" 
=0 

Equations (5.13) and (5.11) imply thatL· must be such that 

for some C3 functions LJ and Ga. 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

Because L = L· is positively homogeneous of first degree in the components i h it 
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follows from (5.14) that 

for arbitrary t > 0, and hence that 

Differentiation of this equation with respect to t, followed by evaluation at t = 1, shows that 

from which it is concluded that there exists a function C such that 

Consequently (5.14) implies that there exist scalar functions C and Ga, such that 

(5.15) 

By putting (5.15) into (3.6), and assuming that the signature of the matrix [gil] is 

chosen such that r> 0 for an time-like vectors we obtain 

This expression will be greatly simplified in section (5.4), after we have uncovered some 

properties of the functions C and Ga. 
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5.3 The Role of the Coupling Parameters in the Lagrangian 

The equations of sections 5.1 and 5.2 are applied in this section to deduce some 

imponant properties of the unknown functions C and Ga in (5.15). We continue to 

assume that y> 0 for all time-like vectors. 

First consider the function C. Because L/ is a C3 scalar function, C must be a C3 scalar 

function. Substitution of (5.15) into (1.9) shows that C must also satisfy 

. i .j 
C~;f 0 

2fy 

Therefore, if j is chosen such that xj ;f 0 and i is set equal to j, it follows that C ;f 0 (i.e. C 

is either strictly negative or strictly positive on the domain of L). Finally, according to 

(5.7) and (5.10), the panial derivatives 

must be gauge-invariant. By substitution of L" from (5.15) into this equation, it is found 

that (since r> 0) 

which is 

()Ek = C a2..j gpqiPiq 

oxj aikaii 

and therefore, either C is gauge-invariant or 
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vanishes. The latter alternative is impossible on any open region of the tangent bundle 

(since J gpqiPiq is not linear in i P). Hence C must be gauge-invariant-

(5.17) 

Differentiation of (5.17) with respect to ua and application of (1.2), then shows that 

CJC Jl E 
-e"C Aa = 0 ~ ,.. EU 
ueu 

or 

(5.18) 

Now let us consider the functions Ga. To do so, we let M p" denote the vector obtained 

byreplacing/uwithFa+ e~:c/i'jij andAj~p witht(Fj~ + Cp~AfAJ)in the expression 

(5.16) for Ep. We find that 

Mil = C gjp Di!... + (CJGa A a + CJC gjpii)(F +eJ' P Al:'ij )- G (F,a+C a A~ A E)i j 
p Vr D1: CJeu p CJeu Vr u P""Jl (rJ a J P P E J P 

C gjpii dr 
2 y3/2 d1: 

Since Ep is required to be gauge-invariant, (5.5) requires that these functions satisfy 



which is 

i.e. 

aM" 
=e.. = 0 
aA'l k 

Because of (5.18), this equation is r.educed to 

Thus we have an equation that the functions Ga must satisfy. 
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Equations (5.19) have some imponant consequences. Let us multiply (5.19) by i P and 

sum on p to obtain 

Because of the skew-symmetry (0.24) of the structure constants, this implies that 

Funhennore, if k is chosen such that i k ¢ 0, then we have 



Alternatively, by contracting over k andp in (5.19) we obtain 

which upon substitution for the fIrst tenn using (5.20) yields 

Therefore, since n > 1, we have 

If this is differentiated with respect to ur there results 

dG d(G aAov.h "I a v.h) d(GPAoV.h "IP v .h) 
__ a e C P v h X - AV uh X = GaC a v h X - AV ~~ 
de p 11 C1 dull 11 P dull 

C1 k k 

Since ik;t 0, comparing coefficients of i k shows that 

dG a "I a C P G C a "I P 
-d All ep 11 C1 = a 11 pAil 

eu 

"'Il 
, or, after multiplication by Ae Ai 
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(5.20) 

(5.21) 
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According to (0.37), therefore 

so if we write Ga = Ga( eO<u 71», it is observed that 

Hence, we infer from (0.37) that the quantities Ga constitute the components of a type 

(0,1) adjoint object-

(5.22) 

Substitution of (5.21) into (5.20) shows furthermore that 

and this together with (5.3) yields 

(5.23) 

Hence, the absolute derivative of the adjoint type (0,1) quantity whose components are G71 

vanishes: 
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IDG" = 01 D'I: (S.24) 

Now substitute (S.lS) into (2.34) to obtain (since r> 0) 

Due to (S.23) and (1.3) this implies that 

Because of the skew-symmetry of the structure constants the fIrst tenn vanishes. Since 

also r;t 0, therefore 

and because of (S.17) we have 

~=o 
d'l: 

Ide = 01 d'l: (S.2S) 

According to (S.17) and (S.2S), C(ea('I:,uO) does not depend upon uCTor '1:. Hence C is a 

constant function of ea. 
We have thus shown that the assumptions of chapter 1 imply that L may be expressed in 

the fonn (S.15), where the functions G17 are C3 scalars for which (S.22) and (5.24) hold 

and C is a nonzero constant function. Beginning at equation (S.16), it was also assumed 

that the signature of [gij] is such that r> 0; but the reader may observe that if r< 0 the 

results (S.17), (5.22), (S.24) and (S.2S) are still valid (by a completely analogous 

argument). These equations were obtained without appealing to the third invariance 
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identity. 

Lemma 2: Let L be a C3 scalar function of the form (1.7) defined on an admissible 
• • 0 

domainfor which gijX'XJ > 0, whose evaluation at u = e is denoted by L. Assume that 
o 

(1.9) holds, and that the fundamental integral (1.11) is parameter-invariant. Let E" denote 
o 

the Euler-Lagrange vector (1.14), and let E" be the vector obtainedfrom E" by the 
° ° Da Da a a replacement of ea ,fa, Aj ,Aj,,, with ea ,fa, Aj ,Aj,,, respectively. Then in order 

that Ek be gauge-invariant it is necessary that the junction L admit the representation 

for some nonzero constant function C(ea> and C3 scalar functions Ga = Ga(e.,,) which 

are such that 

5 • 4 The Gauge-Invariant Equations of Motion 

Let us apply the results of sections 5.2 and 5.3 to determine the equations of motion for 

a particle in a classical gauge field. We obtain the equations of motion from (5.15) and the 

conditions (5.17), (5.22), (5.24) and (5.25) in order to establish a converse to Lemma 2. 

If equation (5.15) is evaluated at u = e, and we continue to assume that for all time-like 

vectors r> 0, the Lagrangian is found to be 
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or, by (5.17) 

Since (5.17) and (5.25) show that C is independent of -r and ua, we use the notation 

and compute the derivatives required for the Euler-Lagrange vector: 

and 

Therefore the Euler-Lagrange vector is 

or 

Ek =C [g"~h +ghkq-gqhk]~+------ +-A" +uaA"h-Ahkx o ( yqyh gkqx
q 

gk'lx
q 

dr) dGa 0 a ~ [0 a 0 a ] . h 
...,. · • 2 Yr Yr 2'1/2 df d-r •• 
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Equation (5.24) implies that we have 

Thus, 

so, by (0.51) 

(5.26) 

Due to (0.53), (1.1) and (5.17) each quantity shown is of adjoint type, and hence this 

expression is gauge-invariant. Our equations of motion (the Euler-Lagrange equations 
o 
Ek = 0) are therefore equivalent to the equations Ek = 0, or 

g OkDXi = "r~Foa xi + giki
i 

dy 
I Dr C Jk 2r ~ (5.27) 

We have shown that (5.15) together with the conditions (5.17), (5.22), (5.24) and (5.25) 

yields the gauge-invariant vector (5.26}.17 This establishes the converse of Lemma 2. 

17 If r< 0 in equation (5.15), then a similar analysis shows that in equations (5.26) and (5.27) r 
must be replaced by I rl and ~x: must be replaced by -I[f:. 
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5.5 Summary of Results 

Theorem 2: Let L be a C3 scalar function of the fonn 

defined on an admissible domain for which gijXiXj > 0, whose evaluation at u = e is 
o 

denoted by L. Assume that (1.9) holds, and that the fundamental integral (1.11) is 
o 

parameter-invariant. Let Ek denote the Euler-Lagrange vector (1.14), and Ekthe vector 

o 0 ° °a °a a a obtainedfrom Ek by replacing ea ,fa, Aj ,Aj,k with ea ,fa, Aj ,Aj,k respectively. 

Then Ek is gauge-invariant if and only if the function L admits the representation 

for some nonzero constant18 C and C3 scalar functions Ga = Ga(eT/) which are such that 

In this case Ek is given by (5.26), and the Euler-Lagrange equations are equivalent to the 

gauge-invariant equations (5.27). 

Note that if 'r is chosen to be proper time, equations (5.26) and (5.27) become 

remarkably simple, i.e. 

18 The value of C may depend upon the coupling parameters, i.e. C = C(ea), but is a constant for 
any given coupling parameters. 
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(5.28) 

and 

Di!.. gil, D~ = (5.29) 

The vanishing of the absolute derivative (5.24) is in agreement with certain approaches 

to classical gauge field theory. For instance Rund [13], p. 113, obtains a similar result on 

flat (Minkowski) space-time.19 If G is the unitary group U(1), while Mis Minkowski 

space-time, C = me and Gl is the charge of the particle, then the Lagrangian in Theorem 2 

is the usual Lagrangian of electromagnetic theory. Equations (5.24) in this case, state that 

the electric charge of a particle is a constant. Wong [1], pp. 691-693, obtains a relationship 

which is formally similar to (5.24) in the classical limit of a quantum mechanical result for 

certain entities associated with the generators of SU(2). 

Finally, because of the gauge-invariance of the equations E" = 0, Corollary 2 implies 

that equations (5.27) together with arbitrary initial values (3.12) in the domain of L have a 

unique solution on an interval ~e (~o-e,~o+e) for some real number e > O. 

These strong results were obtained as a consequence of the use of functional equations 

to determine how the arguments of the Lagrangian must combine (chapter 2). Without 

such an understanding of the form of the Lagrangian, our later reasoning would not have 

been possible. 

19 However, in that paper the standard form of the free·field Lagrangian is adopted ab initio. and it is 
also assumed that the full Lagrangian is the sum of the free· field Lagrangian and an interaction Lagrangian 
that is linear in the velocity components. 
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APPENDIX: A USEFUL FACT 

The purpose of this appendix is to establish the following fact (with use of the 

summation convention suspended). 

Fact: Let f be a differentiable function of N independent real variables yl, y2, ".;yN, 

defined on an open region A of RN. Then, f satisfies the system of partial differential 

equations 

of _ of = 0 
oyl oy' (A.I) 

(in which 1,J represent arbitrary integers between 1 and N) on A if and only if there exists 

a differentiable function F of a single variable, such that on A 

N 

f = F(L yl) 
1= 1 (A.2) 

The proof of this follows from the lemma below. 

Lemma: Let f be a differentiable function of N independent real variables yl, y2, ... ;yN 

with N > 1, defined on an open region A of RN. Then f satisfies the system of partial 

differential equations 

of _ of = 0 

oyl oy' 

(in which 1,J represent arbitrary integers between 1 and N) on A if and only if there exists 



a differenliablefunction h of the N-I quantities 

ZI = yl ..... zN-2 = yN-2. zN-l = yN-l + yN • zN = yN-l _ yN 

such that on A, 

f = h (zl ..... zN-l) and 

where I J = I, ... ,N-I. 

Proof of the lemma: 

Consider the change of variables 

oh _ ~ = 0 
Ozl Ozl 
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Z 1 = yl ..... zN-2 = yN-2 , zN-l = yN-l + yN • zN = yN-l - yN (A.3) 

Because this change of variables is invertible there exists a unique differentiable function g 

such that 

f (y 1 , ... • yN) = g (z 1 • ..., zN) 

Let us substitute g into the last of the equations (A.I) (in which I =N and J =N-I). We 

get 
of of 

=0 
oyN oyN-l 

The left-hand side of this equation is 



og 
=-2-

ozN 

so we have in tenns of g, that 

og = 0 
CJzN 
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This holds if and only if there exists a differentiable function h of N-l variables such that 

i(yl , ... , yN) = g(zl , ..• , zN) = h (zl , ... , zN-I) (A.4) 

The remaining equations (A.I) may now be computed in tenns of h as follows. 

Differentiation of (A.4) reveals that (due to (A.3» 

or 

oi N-l oh ozl -=L--
oyl 1 = I ozl CJyl 

= 

oh 

azl 

oh a(yN-I + yN) 

OZN-I oyl 

(ifl<N-I) 

(if I = N -I, or I = N) 



ah 
azl 

ah 
azN-1 

(if I <N-I) 

(if 1= N -lor I = N) 

so the equations (A. I) are equivalent to the system of equations 
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(A.S) 

where I,] now vary only over I,,,.,N-l. Thus, satisfaction of the system (A.I) is 

equivalent to the requirement that there exist a differentiable function h which depends only 

on the N-I variables zl,,,.,zN-l shown in (A.3), and which satisfies the equation (A.4) and 

the system of differential equations (A.S). 

Proof of the fact: 

If N = 1, there is nothing to be proved. If N >1, we apply the lemma to the function/. 

The lemma shows that/is equal to a function h (as in (A.4» of N-I independent variables, 

which must satisfy the system (A.S) of differential equations if N>2. If h is not a function 

of a single variable, then because (A.S) is analogous to (A.I) the lemma applies to h. 

Hence it is deduced that there exists a differentiable function Ii of the N-2 variables: 

a1 - zl -M-3 - zN-3 -M-2 - zN-2 + zN-l - I"" U" - , U'... -

that is, of 
a1 = yl ,,,., aN-3 = yN.3 , aN·2 = YV.2 + yv-l + yv 

such that h = Ii. If ii is not a function of one variable, it satisfies a system of differential 
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equations (in tenns of N-2 variables) analogous to (A.l) and the lemma may be applied 

again. This iteration may be repeated until a function of the single variable 

is obtained. Since the function obtained by this process is equal to!, the fact is established. 
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